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DISCLAIMER

DISCLAIMER “All your questions will be answered!” may not be strictly true. That said, feel free to ASK any questions and I’ll 
do the best job I can. Also, even though I know a lot about these tools, we’re not using them terribly much on my library’s site.



2.0 overview
in 2.0 minutes

So let me see if I can make this quick.



originally you’d have a website with a photo of your cat,



 now your cat has a blog



is friends with other cats on catster



has over a million friends on twitter 



and plays catbook on facebook.



Transparent

Participatory/Interactive

Networked/Shared

These are the salient points.



perspective

But let’s get some perspective - every 2.0 tool isn’t great for everything.



There are twitter accounts that are just the sort of “what I had for breakfast” accounts that 
don’t really solve a problem for you. It’s okay to not really care about them.



And then there are Twitter accounts that have crucial information, delivered more usefully 
than on the news. Let me show you a few things....



Or maybe a library twitter feed... but what if you’re not into “twitter culture”? There’s still 
some good information there... [look at LISTS]



The most important thing to remember/know about 2.0 tools is that they’re generally just 
another way to “repurpose” content. Here’s Duke’s ford library using their twitter account to 
have a “news” section on their library’s website. They did this by using a widget.



define: widget

widget: A web widget is a portable chunk of code that can be installed and executed within any separate 
HTML-based web page by an end user without requiring additional compilation. There are other widgets that are 
not this sort of widget.



North Tonawanda uses facebook, they can pull the facebook content into their website using 
a facebook widget [see notes for links on how to do this...]



“mimeoscope, which had a drawing table with an electrically illuminated glass top.” So my metaphor is that all 
these 2.0 tools aren’t new THINGS they’re new METHODS. So getting a mimeograph machine doesn’t mean you 
have to say different things, it just means you have a newer [and simpler?] way to COMMUNICATE. And we’re all 
about the communication.



And the same way having a bulletin board doesn’t mean we have to know CMYK printing or how a laserprinter 
works, having a web page doesn’t mean we need to understand the background of all these tools, just that we 
know what they’re for and we can learn the ones we need.





so...?
The question I like to ask about library technology is usually “what problem does this solve?”



snow days?

emergencies?

disasters?

what’s the plan for...?

[Katrina anecdote...]



or, less doomsdayish
news?

calendars?

updates?

 [how do you update the website?]



you could also... 

do a mobile site

have more contact points

what else...? 



let’s try 
some 

things...



thanks!


